What Should You Ask Before Hiring Duct Cleaning Company?
Some questions to ask which will help you to select the suitable company for duct cleaning

Ducts are important aspects of consideration when it is about air circulation from your house or any property. It is very common to ignore the condition
of ducts while it is of utter importance. It is so because, if you have dirty or damaged ducts, then air quality inside your home will not be healthy. Also, if
there are any heating and cooling units in your home, then dirty ducts will affect the performance of such units.
The concern is that you require a professional duct cleaning team to solve these problems. But, do you know “What Should You Ask Before Hiring
Any Duct Cleaning Company"?. Here is an explanation from one of the leaders in Duct Cleaning Melbourne services, people know them as Ducted
Heating Cleaning.
Important questions and answers that will help you in finding a suitable company for duct cleaning:
1) What about guidelines you follow during a duct cleaning? There are two guidelines available for duct cleaners in Australia, one is from EPA and the
other is from NADCA. Those who are a member of the EPA, they know the safety guidelines and post-cleaning checklist. So, you can expect
high-standard cleaning from such members.
2) What are the health aspects included with your duct cleaning? The most common problems like fungi, bacteria, mould, dust and other particles
should be part of their cleaning, and the cleaning should improve air quality by the end. Also, you can ask for duct sanitisation and deodorisation which
are good for making a healthy environment.
3) Do you give any guarantee or warranty? If a company is providing a guarantee or warranty for its work, then you can always have faith in such a
company. Thus, it is a good idea to hire such a company.
4) What are your duct cleaning service costs? It is of utter importance to know the service rates before you hire a company. It will save you from
additional charges and hidden costs.
5) Why should anyone hire your company? This question is vital because there are many available in the market to provide this service and maybe at
the same rates. Thus, there should be something different and the best in the company that you are going to hire for duct cleaning.
Ducted Heating Cleaning provides all types of duct cleaning services across Melbourne and nearby areas.
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